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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group with G,(G) = 1 and Ad a maximal 2-local 
subgroup of G satisfying F*(M) = O,(M) = Q. Suppose a maximal elementary 
Abelian normal subgroup T;- of M is a TI-set in G. Thea o?ze of tlze followirzg holds: 
(1) V is zceakly closed in 31 (and so < VG) knowz by [ 1 l] or 
(2) for all subgroups I-i of G, satisfying O,(H) f 1 alzd P = Co(V) < II, 
Y < O,(H)fozlozcs. 
dssume that hypothesis of the above theorem is satisfied. Then Theorem 2 
of [14] shows that one of the following holds: 
(a) Q is of synplectic txpe and / Y = 2. 
(b) i V 1 > 2, V = Z(Q) = G(Q) = Q’, and Q = (V ! Vg < 0). 
(c) , V 1 > 2 and >- is weakly closed in Q. 
Further, in (b) and (c) 57 is 2 maximal Abelian normal subgroup of N. 
Simple groups satisfying (a) are completely classified. In case (b) Stroth has 
shown that one obtains for the structure of M, apart from the sporadic group 
cases, possibilities similar to those in the extraspecial case in [13]. Steve Smith 
is working on the final classification of these groups. Besides being used by 
Aschbacher in his work on strongly p-embedded subgroups, the above theorem 
is essential to the treatment of case (c) in [15]. 4 amely, if Vis weakly closed in Q 
but not in M, we shoxv in Section 3 of [15] that r’ is a sveakl>F:losed TI-set in R 
for each EZ satisfying P < H < M and O,(E) f 1, where H = H/CH(TB) and 
W = <V). By [II] this determines the structure of CT>, giring us detailed 
information about all 2-local subgroups of G v;hich contain P but are not 
contained in AII. This is the main motivation for proving the above theorem. 
It should be mentioned that A&zhbacher proved in [3, (9.3)] similar theorems 
in his s?ccial situation, thereby givin, u me some ideas on how to treat the 
problem. 
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1. hELIMI\IARY RESULTS 
(1.1) LE~IX. Suppose G is Q finite group with O,(G) = 1, i$f a ?naximaI 
2-local subgroup of G such thut F*(M) = O,(M) = Q. Suppose some maximal 
elementary Abelian normal abgroup V of AI OS a TI-set in G a.nd j ‘i 1 > 2. Then 
(1) ( VG) “L,(4) and V is a root-subgroup of (FG) 07 
(2) if P = Co(V) then C(P) = V ati @(P j < V. 
Pmof. Theorem 1 of [14] implies that either (1) holds or V is a maximal 
A3elian normal subgroup of M. But then (2) is [14, (2.911. 
(1.2) L~IIM. Let x E r,(q) or Sp(2?2, q), q = 2”, A > 3 resp. n > 2: 
V a root subgroup of tratwections of X, and Q = O,(C,(V)). Th?n 
(2) C,(V) = Q(C,(V) n C,(Vg)j, Q n (C,(V) 5 Cx(PiB)) = 1, ahere 
TJ Q C(F). 
(3) If A < Aut(X) is a 2-group centralizi~ V c&d satis#ng [C,jV), 81 .s 
Q, then QA = Q x C,,(X). 
Pro@. By [l] Q acts regularly on !IJJ = (Vg 1 P < C( Vj}. Hence XI = 
(Q, VP; contains with each conjugate Vfi all elements of Vr which do not 
centralize Vh. Kom, if V corresponds to the point P in the natural representation 
of X, then 501 corresponds to the set of all points r.vhich are nonperpendicular 
to P. Ytis shams XI = (Vx} = X. X = <Q, a> follovs from <V, Vg) = 
(V, a) N L,(q). This proves (1). 
By (1) we have C,(V) = Q . R, w h ere R = C(V) n .Y(V? and Q n R = 1. 
The structure of the automorphism group of L2(q) impiies R = C’(V) n Cjt-7) 
pro\<ng (2j. 
If X z Es(q) then(3) is [7, (3.3),. ’ So assume II >, 4 if X e L’,(q) Then is 
any case Cr( V) acts irreducibly on Q,W. Now QA < C,(Vjll and SC 3y &e 
above QA = Q x B and B = C,,(Vg), where P < C,(V). Zence R G 
Ar,r(B) and so [R, B] < Q n B = 1. Since R is irreducible cn Q:V and 
C,,,,(B) Lf 1 this shows [Q, B] Q V: w-hence LC,(V), B] Q V by (2). Skce 
C-J l’j = Cx( V)’ &is show-s [Cr( V), B] = 1 and so IX, B] = 1 by (1). ‘This 
groves (3 j. 
(1.3) LEM~. Let X N Sp(272, q) or Ufi(qj, q = 2”, and let V be a mot 
subgroup gf transvections of X. Then 
(1) tf X N L’,,(q) then X is generated by n cmjugates of V. 
(2) If X e Sp(2fr, q), q > 2, then X is generated by 2n cor#gates of V. 
(3) q X E Sp(Zn, 2) then X is gewrated by in + 1 conjugates of V. 
@I !50!2-I2 
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Proof. Condition (1) may be easily proved by induction on n. To prove (2) 
let Q = O,(C,(V)). Then [l] im pl ies that there is a complement R of Q in 
C,(V), which is generated by conjugates of V and which centralizes some 
P 6 C,(V). Further R N Sp(2n - 2, q) and Q is elementary Abelian and 
an indecomposable FaR-module, which is mod V the natural module. By 
induction R is generated by 2n - 2 conjugates of V. Hence C,(V) is generated 
by 2n - 1 conjugates of V. But then (1.2) implies that X is generated by 2% 
conjugates of V. 
Condition (3) was shown in [13, (2.3)]. 
(The reason why one needs one more element of VX in case q = 2 and 
X e Sp(2n, q) is that if X e Sp(4, 2) then C,(V) is not indecomposable on Q.) 
(1.4) LEMMA. Suppose X = X/N N Sp(2n, q), q = 2”, N iS elementary 
Abelian, and X = (VX j, where F is an elementary Abeliun 2-subgroup which is 
a TI-set in X. Suppose further that F n N # 1 and C,(X) = 1. Then 
(1) V is a root subgroup of tratmections of x, and 
(2) iY is the direct sum of natural FJ-modules. 
Proof. By (7.2), (7.3) of [4] we have that v is a TLset of x, [V, V*] = 1 -- 
if <V, Vh) is a 2-group, and iI is a set of root involutions of X where D = 
{e: E Vh j h E x>. The TI-set property of r together with the root-involution 
property of D implies by [IO] that r is a subgroup of a root subgroup 2 of x 
corresponding to a short or long root of the root system of x. I%ow [V, V”] = 1 -- 
if (V, V”) is a 2-group implies that A is a root group of transvections. 
Suppose V < 2. Let r # rh < A. By what we have shown in (1.3) Cx( r) = 
C’x( vh) = C&f) = (r# ’ r# < C’x( v)}. Hence [V A iV, Cdr)] = 1 = 
[Vh n N, CAT)] by the above. Let 1 + ZE v# < Cx(r). Then by (1.2), 
x = (cp), a> and [N, Zj < V9 n N. Thus if V n N + Vh n iV then z 
centralizes some element of (V n LY)(Vh n Ar)# and thus CN(X) + 1, contra- 
dicting the assumption. This proves (1). 
Now N*(r) = C’(~)(h), o(h) = q - 1, and (6 acts regularly on V*. -- 
Since ( V, Vg> N L,(q) for some g E X, [12, (2.411 implies that (h> acts regularly 
on (V n Ar)+. Hence [14, (6.611 implies that V n N = @:,“_, V, , 1 Vj ; = q, 
and each Vj is a faithful irreducible F.&-module. Since CAT) centralizes by 
the above V n M the Vi are Nx(r) invariant. 
Let P,..., rz (by (1.3)) be a system of conjugates of v, which generate X, 
where V1 = r and I = 2n resp. 2n - 1 in case q = 2. Let %1 = 1 and %a ,..., 
%z E X such that ( pl)“f = P. Then VF is Nx( Vi) invariant for each j = I,.. . , k, 
i = l,..., 1. If [pi, P] = 1 then by the abov-e VF + VP is centralized by 
(Vi’“, T;‘“). So assume that <p, Vs) -L,(q). Since Vf is Nx(P) invariant it 
follows, arguing as in [ 11, (3.1 I)], that ci 7- VF is {vi, Vg”> invariant. Hence 
[F, VP] < VF for i = l,..., R. 
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Let H’j = xi=;, V-f;, j = l,..., k. Then n-e hare shots-n that Wj is < ?,.... 
p> = S im-ariant. If q > 2 then Wj < 4”;’ = q’, whence immediately 
JfTJ = q2” and r-jr is a partition of lV$ , since x’ : A>(r) = (4’8’ - 1): 
(q - 1). But then, arguing as in [ll, (2.9)] Wj is the natural F,x-module. 
Assume next that q = 2. Then W, < 25”. l and [FI, , q! = 2. since 
yrs’j , V] = P-j . Hence V induces a transvection on il.>. Since [l& , X] = ES 
it follows easily that either TVj is the natural Fax-module or W, is the estcnsion 
of a trkial by the natural module. But the second case contradicts c’,.(S) = i. 
So in any case TI; is the natural Fsx-module for j = l.... I k. Claim J< = 
&, R> . Let w” = xi=, WI and show JP = IS:=, FT, b!- induction or: .c 
Suppose this holds for s. Then Cwa(C’(F)) = !- n TV’ = ,s;=l lvf but 
Gv‘+i(cx:~)j = rrll * Hence W8 n TV,+, = 0 and thus 31’+’ = TV 2: 
TVsII = (21:: W, . This pro\-es (2). 
(1.5) LEAIM.4. Let S N Sp(2ra, q), q = 21Ji, II > 2, avzd let F‘ be an %- 
decomposable Fa.X-module fchich contaitas the natural F&-module 5’ such thut 
b’:tP is a triGa module. Then 
(lj ; J’;Wi ,<q. 
(2) Let -4 < X be a root group of transcecticms and Q = O,(Cx(A)). Tkerr 
T‘ = TJ’ - q cohere [Q, r;7 < [TV, A]. 
Proof. If q = 2 then (I) is [13, (2.3)]. So assume that q > 2. Then (1.3) 
implies that X is generated by 2n conjugates of d. Let a E -4” and 3 - -4 in S 
such that (A, Bj N L,(q). Then there exist b: c E B* such that c-4, RI: = 
(a, 5, c?. This implies that X is generated by 2n - 1 conjugates of a, say 
“1 ,-.-, 4. , k = 2n - 1. 
Since C,-(a) normalizes [I-, a] < W the action of X on its natural module 
implies rr, a:: = q. Hence r- : Cv(aj = q and so r‘ : C,(X) < @,-I, 
since &, CV(a,) < C,(X). But the indecomposability of T- implies that 
C,.(X) = 0 and thus T’ 1 < qsn-l and Tr:W < q. This proves (I). 
To pro\-e (2) let G = i’ . X, C,(d) = Q . R, R ‘V S~(2n - 2, gj: C = 
[W, A], and Wa = C,(A). Then C 1 = IT’ : 5V0 = q. Furthermore Q 
is eiementalT- and Q!A and Wi!C are natural F,R-modules. 
Since i[r, Gi’ = q it follows that [V, A] = C. Hence [!-, QR] < iv0 since 
QR is generated by conjugates of A. As shown AC < I-QR. Let T-Q = I’Q.‘SC. -- 
Since [Q, W-,: < C it follows that QW, is elementary -Abelian and zi;;, and 
- -7 
QTTO,.‘rO are both natural F,R-modules. Since R centralizes T’:T!,, and since 
[gQ=Fo, i=q < w. each .~r v induces by the commutator map an F,R-tomu- -- 
morphism _ 5-om QW,,,‘ms in IV0 . 
So\:- easily Horn, 
-- - 
R(QWO!TVO 
-2 
, rs) E FQ , since both are naturalF?R-modules. 
Hence 7 : Cp(Q-WA)i < q. By the action of X on its natural module [!V. Q] < 
TTi . Hence C,(QW’) = Wa and thus F = 17. Cp(QjTTq). Let Z- < TV such 
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-- 
that r = C,(QW,). Th en v=W+Lrand[Q,U]<ACnW=C.This 
proves (2). 
2. THB i?I’RUCTuRE OF H 
Assume in this section that the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied but the 
conclusion is false. Let fi = {H < G 1 P < H and O,(H) # 1). Choose 
HE $j minimal subject to Y 4 O,(H) and fix H for the rest of this section. Let 
l(d = P, X= (a), and W = (CnO,(H); UEQ). Let D =(dE LT+ ! 
LT E J2] and X = X,!W. 
(2.1) FVis elertwntary Abe&z. F*(X) = O,(X) andFv) < Z(X). FurtJrer- 
more Ii is a set of root involutions of X. 
Proof. Since, by (l.l), C(P) = V, 2(0,(H)) n v + 1. But then by [12, 
(2.4)], [V n O,(H), iZ n O,(H)] = 1 for V, GE&?. Hence W is elementary. 
By [12, (2.5)] D is a set of root involutions of X. 
Let h EF*(X) be of odd order. Then [V, h] = 1, w-hence h E 0(2(X)). But 
then [P, h] = 1 and thus h = 1. Hence F*(X) = O,(X). Since [t; O,(X)] < 
V n W, (2.1) follows. 
(2.2) The following holds: 
-- 
(1) IfhEHand(V,V*)isa2-group,thm[V,Vh]=l. 
(2) 7 is a TI-set in R and Nn( v) = NH( V)/W. 
(3) C,(X) = 1 and W = [W, x]. 
(4) D is a class of root imolutim of X. 
Proof. Both (1) and (2) are in [4, (7.3)]. By [12, (2.411 and (l), Vn W < 
[W, X’j. Suppose C = C,(X) + 1. Since P < :V(C), C n V f 1. But this 
contradicts F a TI-set in H. 
Suppose (4) is false. Let 4 , 1 < i < r, be the orbits of X on D. Then by 
[lo, (4.15), (4.16)], Xi = (D.J * t IS ransitive on Di and [X$, &] = 1 for i # j. 
Let d E V x (v n W) and assume without loss that 2 E 4. Then 2 E 4 n i&h 
for each h E P. Hence DI = 4” and P < .N<rr;). But then X,P E 5 and 
V < O,(X,P). Hence H = X,P by the minimality of H and X = XI. 
(2.3) Let q = r I. Then one of the following holds: 
-- 
(1) q=2u?zdx= O(X)K 
(2) x -J&(q), Sz(q) or 2gqX) N I;‘,(p), q > 2. 
(3) iqZ(~) N Sp(2n, p), ?z > 2. 
(4) qz-(X) N U,(p), ?z > 4. 
Further, Z(X) < x’. 
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Proof. Suppose false. First assume that D is a nondegenerate class of root 
involutions. Then bv (2.2) and [IO, Part I and (11.2.9)] either r is contained in 
a root subgroup of k or .X/Z(X) z&(29 and F corresponds to the set of 
transvections corresponding to a fixed point or &‘Z(x) z A,. 
In the first case there exists a I: E Q, such that (r, F) is a con-Xbeiian 
2-group: contradicting (2.2)(l). In the second case, since P < C(r), the 
structure of the automorphism group of L,(2”) implies that R = Xp = X >( 
C,(X), P A X = V. Kom-, since <I’, t’h)/O,( V, ba> rki L,(27 for each A E g. 
the minimaliq- of H implies that rz = 2 and D is degenerate. In the third case: -- 
since P < O&V,(v)), there exists an h E H such that <P, VIZ) E C, x EL. -- 
But by the minimality of H we had R = (P, VA) for each 5-” < .X5 a contra- 
diction. 
Hence D is 2 class of odd transpositions of x. Let iy c -g, -F < x. II 
F < O,(XP), then [Y, X] < O,(R) < O,(X). Ilence X Q A’(O,(X)T;j. But 
then N < X( I’), since by (2.2)(4) v is weaklv closed in r x 0,(X;. This shops 
[A”, V] < V n O,(Xj < IV and so AT < Z@j. 
Thus the minimal@ of H implies H = XP for each cheracteristic sullgroup 
-T of x, which is not contained in Z(X). Especially, if O(X) < Z(x), then 
q = 2 and X = O(X)r, whence (i) holds. 
SC we may assume O(X) < Z(X). Hence by (2.1), S(X) = Z(Xj. If X is 
solvable, then O(X) $ Z(X) acd so (1) holds. Hence x(rc) < Z(x) and SC ‘bp 
the aboi-e X = X(c)v. Especially x’ = x*. Hence x/Z(x) satisfies &the hypo- 
thesis of the main theorem of [ 11. By the abol-e, certainly x/Z(x) qk Ls(q) > &, - 
Q = 2”: n > 3. Hence by [l]: 
(s; x:z(x) EL,(2m), Sz(29, U429 or Sp(2r2, 29; 
(bj xiZ(X) N O,‘(q), p = 2”, or q = 3, 5; 
(c) .X/Z(X) N .& ; or 
(d) X/Z(X) N M(22), iW(23), or M(24). 
Suppose (bj, ( ), c or (d) holds. Let B = n!Z(x). By-the structure of these 
groups I 7 i = ; T7 1 = 2 and B = O,(Cx(P)j, since V < C~(B) for BE r+. 
Hence [Q+(P), Pi < P n C@j < r. Since t-726 D for e; ZE D such that 
;cT, ;I;I = !, this implies that [C, P] = 1 for C = <Cz(?) Q @. Since E?r = 
<p, k> fcr each 2~ n ); C by the minima& of H, this implies C&d) = 1 for 
all such g. This is ohs-iously not the case in these groups. 
So (a) holds. Sext n-e show 2’n = / v 1 = q. If m = 1, then i r I = 2 since 
7 is 2 TJ-set in 1. So assume m > 1. Then Z(x) < O(x) by [S]. Further, 
3y the st-uctare of the groups listed in (2) and the TI-set proper=,- of ‘i;; one may 
identify F with a subgroup of 2 root subgroup of transvections d of x. If 
P=~,~heni~!=:BI=2m.So~<AandthereexistsaP~~A,(A. 
Suppose first that X/Z(X) * Lrs(29. Let c = C&7). Then c = (vu 
‘iTo E 0, Vg < CT>, and c = Cx( ra). Hence by (2.2)(l)F = (T; Q Wj(p n W) < 
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C,( L’). Further, by the structure of these groups (1.2) there exists a rr’, r E X, 
and SE ‘c” such that X = (c, a>. Hence by (2.2)(3) W = [W, 6q[W, a] = 
[W, L]( lTr n W). Now i F ! > ; P n W !, but [F, ~1 < P r\ I%‘. Hence 
CF(a) + 1, contradicting C,(a) < C,(X) = 1. 
Suppose finally that X/Z(X) N &(29. Let T E S&(R) containing P and 
S = T n X. Then SE Syl,(X) and Z(S) = S(S) = Z. Suppose P n S $ z. -- 
Then Z = [S, P n ,!?I < p. Hence P n .!? > Z. But then there exist some 
ii E Vu,g E X, such that X = (P n S, ii). Kow, as above, C,# n S) = F n W, 
since C,(P n !?) n C,(n) < C,(X) = 1. Hence C&(S) < V n W and thus 
A?(s) < N’(p). But then v = Z and q = 1 v = 2”. 
So we may assume P n 9 < Z. Hence [p, s] < P n s < Z and so P 
induces by [7, (3.311 inner automorphisms according to elements of 3 on X. 
Hence SF = s x C, C = &(X), and B = Xp = iy x C. This implies 
that Nx(S) < IVY. But, since C,(P) = V n W, P is weakly closed in each 
2-subgroup of H containing p. Hence IV,(S) < Arx(p) < Ak(v) and thus 
r = Z and 2”’ = 1 7, = q. 
(2.4) Suppose (2), (3) OY (4) of(2.3) occws. Then 
(a) F is a root su2igr;oup of X. 
(b) P n X = O,@#)). 
Proof. Condition (a) m-as already shown in the proof of (2.3). Suppose (b) 
is false. Since Arx( a) acts in these groups irreducibly on O,(lv,( r))/r we have 
P n X = V. Hence [Ak( v), P] & P n x = 8. If (2) holds, then by [7, (3.311, 
P induces inner automorphisms according to elements of r on X. Hence 
P = v x C,(X). 
If (3) or (4) holds then C,(a) = C’(r)‘, whence [Cx(r), P] = 1. But then 
(1.2) implies again that P = r x Cp(X). 
So in any case P = VC,(W) = V. C,(X), since C,(X) < C(V) and so 
C,(X) < C,(W). Sow the three-subgroup lemma implies C,(X)’ < C,(X) = 1. 
Hence P is Abelian and thus P = V by (1 .l). But then V is a weakly closed 
TI-set, contradicting the assumption of this section. 
(2.5) Suppose case (2), (3), OT (4) of (2.3) holds. Then 
(a) X = (Pn X, VU),gEX. 
(b) W=(PnW)x(VunW). 
(c) H = X * C,(X) and WC,(X) is elenmatay Abelian. 
Proof. Condition (a) follows from (2.4) and (1.2). Hence by (2.2), W = 
[P n X, Wj[P, WJ < (P n W)( Vu n W) < W. If (P n W) n Vu + 1, then 
[V, VU] = 1 contradicting (a). Thus (b) holds. 
To prove (c) note that if case (2) holds [7, (3.311 implies that P induces inner 
automorphisrx according to P n x on 1. Hence P = (P n x) C,(x). If (3; 
or (4) hoids, then (1.2) implies the same statement. 
So P = (P n Xj C,,(x) and, as in (2.4), Cp(x) < C,(a) and is Abelian. 
Let x E C,(Wj be of order 4. Then C,,(x) = s/‘p r! TV = C,,(xa), since x2 E 
F- I? FJ-, contradicting [14, (l.l)]. Hence W . C,(Xj is elementary. 
3. PROOF OF THE TEORESI 
In this section we continue with the hypothesis and notation of Section 2. 
71-e w-1:1 show that each of the cases of (2.3) leads to a contradiction. 
(3.1) Case (1) of (2.3) cunmt OCCUY. 
Proof. Suppose false. Since <V, Vg> is not 2 2-group for each rg f iv7 
g E H, the minimality of H implies H = (P, Vg>. Hence as in (2.5), W = 
(P n W) x (Vg n WV) = (PO n W) x (V n W). Since each element in 
P n PV n W is centralized by (F, JQ), [l 1, (2.4): implies that 
Hence 
(Vn W)(Vgn W)n(Pn Pan 5’) = 1. 
W = (Yn W)(Vgn Wj(Pn P3n W). (“j 
Let &’ = H/C,(W). Suppose 2 E P n Pg. Since [%, P n Pg n TV < 
(F- n TV) n (V c W) = 1, (*) implies that f = 1. Hence P is 2 T&set in z!, 
since (“j holds for each g E H 1 X( J-). Further, since C,,(P) = T- n W. 7 is 
weakly closed. 
Sow, since O(R) 4 Z(R) and Q(P) < V, P E C, , C,, or Qs . In an!- case 
-Ql(~~ = r, whence G+(P) < (P n CjWjjV. But then V(P .q Wj < Z(R,(Pjj 
and thus P r! W = V n W, since F is a maximal Abeliar, characteristic sub- 
grcup of P. 
So by (*), W = (Jr n W)( Vg n W). Suppose 57 E P is of order 4. Then 
C&j = V n TV = C,(3), since 9 E V, again a contradiction to [14, (1.1 x. 
Tiius J? = P and P = VC,(Wj. As in (2.5), Cp(Wj is elementary. Let I = 
WCp(FJT). Then C,(P) = C,( Jr) = Cl( c ) f or 0 E Z; \ (5’ .? W). So, if C,( Wj > 
P n W, GhenCI(P) > V n W, since [I, G] < V n W. But this contradicts 
C(P) = V. So P = V(P n W) = V and V is :reakly closed, comrad&.ing the 
assumption of this section. 
(3 2) Cave (2) of (2.3) cannot occur. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by (2.5)(c), J2,(P) = s’C,(w) is elementary 
Abehan. Hence R,(P) = V and V n W = P n JV = C,(X). But then W = 
(Vn W) x (Vg n Wj,gCXxx(V). H ence for each x E P of order 4 we ha\-e 
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C,(z) = v n w = c,(a), since 9 E V, a contradiction to [ 14, (1. l)]. Thus P 
is elementary and X -L,(q). Now P = V by (2.4) and so P = V. But then V 
is weakly closed contrary to the assumption. 
(3.3) Case (4) of (2.3) camwt occur. 
Proof. Suppose false. Let W, = WC,(X), A = V n W, L = VC,(X) and 
if = X/W, . Then by (2.5), WI is elementary, X = B, and ! P 1 = j B 1 = q. 
By [12, (2.4)], 1 A 1 = qz. If j A I = q then, by (1.3), 1 WI < p”, where 
if N U,(q). But I AX I = I I? : 2v,(V)I > (q” - l)/(q - 1) by (2.4) and the 
structure of U,(q), a contradiction since A is a TI-set under the action of X. 
HencelAl >q8andIWI >q”. 
Next we show 
Pn W= (Au I Vf’< C,(V),~E;Y). (4 
Namely, let F denote the right side of Eq. (a). Then, since C,(r) = (VW I VW < 
C,(V)) and [W, Vj = A, it follows that [IV, C,(V)] = F. Hence (2.5)(a) 
implies W = F x A”, sinceF x Ag is X-invariant. ThusF = P n W = [P, WJ. 
Cp(P n W) = I? 
We have P n Z(8) = 1. Thus by the structure of U,(q), I?&) acts irreducibly 
on p/l? Let 2 E Cp(P n W) ?; I? Then by (a), R normalizes each rn < Cx( a). 
Since by (2.3) and the structure of U,(q), pv n p = 1 if P # rg, it follows 
that [g, vu] = 1. Hence [Z, Cz( p)] = 1, contradicting Ca( P) irreducible on 
s/v. 
Xow (/I) implies C,( V(P n W)) = V(P n W,) = C,(L). Let A # Au < F. 
Then A* = VW n (W, n P). Thus, if Vu n P > Au, then Vv n P # 1, a 
contradiction. Hence Au = Vu n P and is a T.I-set in M. 
Yaw, since V is a maximal Abelian normal subgroup of M, there is an it E M 
such that Lh + L. If for each AY < F we have Agh < L, then VFh ,( L n Lh. 
Hence VF < L n Lh-I, contradicting L = C,( VF) by (/I). Thus there is some 
B = Agh < L. If B n L # 1, then B < C( VF), since B is a TI-set in M and 
F = <Au 1 VW < C,(V)>, a contradiction to (18). Thus B n L = 1. Especially 
there is some Au <F such that [B, Av] = A. Hence A v B-4’ is a partition 
of AB. 
Let R = C,v(A) and R = R/A. 1ve show that B is a TI-set in R. By the above 
BisaTI-setinR.Letg~RsuchthatBn@#l.ThenABnBg#l. 
Hence BU = Ba for some OL E Ad by the above. Thus AB = ABa = ABI and 
B = Bo, 
- - 
Now by the action of C’(a) on fl there is some BP, t E R, such that [B, BfJ # 1. - - 
Since P’ < V we have [B, B”] < r. But by the above ! B I = 1 A 1 > I v I 
and so by the TI-set property of R, [R, &] = 1, a contradiction. Thii proves 
(3.3). 
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(3.4) Cuse (3) of (2.3) cannot occur. 
Proof. Suppose false. Then by [8], X N Sp(Zn, q), since the perfect centrai 
extensions of Sp(4,2) or Sp(6.2) are not generated by odd transpositions. By 
(1.4) and (2.5)(c), VT7 = Q Wi , VVi are naturai X-modules. Let A = TV r? VP 
I = WC&X). Then one shows as in (3.3) that there is some conjugate A* G P, 
gEG,suchtharAgnIV= 1. 
Sow [WI n P, As] G AI = A n VVr . Further, since 3 r, V = :, [WI r? PI 
Ag] f 1. XGW, as in (3.3), A” = V# n P is a TI-set in M, whence & 1 d / Ai ;. 
But then 1 A ; = ! AI 1 and W = WI is the natural X-module. 
Let no\r B = Ah, h E X, such that, by (2.5), W = (W n P) x B. Then 
I = (I n P) x B and B = Vh n M, since (V, Tf”>/AB N L,(q). Hence B is 
a T&set in M. 
Suppose I > VV. Then 1 In P i > p-1 and 1 I n P : C1,-,&&); = q: since 
[I n P, A@] < A. Now, since Cwnp(VA ) - 3 is a hyperpiane of VJ n P if one 
considers TV r! P as a I-ector space over Fq with the partition AX n (a r? P’;, 
it follows easily that P n X is generated by 27~ - 2 conjugates of 7s in C,(T), 
since ! P .? X I = p-1. Hence, by the above, I CInp(P n X)i > 4. But by 
(2.5), C,,,(P n X) = C,,,(P) = In V = VV !-I V, a contradiction. Tks 
W=IandH=X. 
Le: l@ = M/P. Yext we show that 
(c) I? is a T&set in fI. 
&n-rely, assume that i?! n & # 1, g E M. By the action of P OII FV we lxx--e 
C,(B) = P n W = C,(b) for all B E B+. ir;ow BP n B@ + 1. So there is a 
y E (B@)+ such thaty = bp, b E B+, andp E P. Suppose o(p) = 4. Thenpb =$-I, 
since (pb>s = y2 = 1. Hence Lp, b] = pa E A, since A = O(P). Bet since E’ 
is the natural Z-module, this implies thatp E V(P n TV), contradicting o(p) = 4. 
Hence pr = 1 and sop E C,,(b) = P n W. Xow again by the action of X cn W 
each e!ement of W ?; (W n P) is contained in some eiement of BP. Hence 
y E Bi, r E P. Eut since B is a TI-set in .?I, B@ = Br and BP = B’P = B@F. 
T:?is proves (c). 
(fi) Let x E B+. Then C&x) = G. Further, N,,(R) = i=). 
Let 2 E C&Z). Then B = Bg by (a). As under (a), B@ f (P .? E7)B and so 
B@ = Br, r E P. Hence gr-1 E N(B) and @‘-I E B n P.z = r. This implies that 
g” = F-1 E=. Th e proof of the second part is the same. 
(y) Q = P . C, [P, C] < A. Further, @(C) = 1, IX, C] G W, [W, C] = 
i,andlQ:Pi Gqz 
S&e A;,(V) contains an element acting regularly on A* and on (V,‘A)+ it 
follows that [A, Q] = 1 and [V, Q] G A. Hence, by the three-subgroup lemma, 
[B, Q] G C,(V) = P. Therefore Q G N(W), since W = !P, B]B and by (6) 
Q = P . Co(B). Hence C,(B) < N(X), einceX=<Vg! Vgn Wf l,gEG>. 
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Sow C,(V) acts irreducibly on W n P/A. Hence [W n P, Q] < A, since 
[W n P, Q] < W n P. The same argument implies that [P n X, Q] < v. 
Hence by (1.2), Q d in uces inner automorpbisms according to elements of 
PnXonXandthusQ=P*E,E=C,(X). 
Obviously E < Co( JV). By the three-subgroup lemma E’ = 1, so W(E) = 
&(EW) is normalized by X and thus @(E) = 1. Let W, = WE. Then W, is an 
indecomposable X-module, which is the extension of natural module W by 
a trivial. Thus by (1.5), , W,: W; <p and Q <PW1. If now Qn W> 
P n W, then by the action of X on W, [P, Q] = P n W. Hence V(P n W) Q M, 
a contradiction since V is a maximal Abelian normal subgroup. This shows 
IQ:PI=lW,:W,. 
Sow by (1.5), W, = WC, where [P, C] < A. Hence C <F*(M) = Q, 
since C centralizes P/-4 and A. Since : C i > ! W, : W I it follows that Q = PC 
which proves (7). 
(8) & n B = 1 and B is strongly closed in &s with respect to ~a. 
& n B = 1 by what we have shown under (7). Let x E (Es)+ n QB, g E M. 
Then x = pb, q E Q, b E B+. By (y), o(p) = 2 or 4. Suppose first that o(p) = 4. 
Then as under (s), qb = q-1 and q E (Q n WJV by (r), since [q, b] E A. Hence 
xE(Qn W1)VB=(Qn W,)BV= W~V.Thusr=aer,orEW~~,oE VSA, 
or F = 1. If c f 1, then x E C(c) since 3a = 1 = w2 = x2, a contradiction 
since C,(c) = 1 for each n E V ?; A. Thus .r E W, and so [B, Bg] = 1. But 
this contradicts o(q) = o(xb) = 4. 
Hence o(q) = 2 and q E Co(a) = Q n W-- . Hence BP n W, + 1 and 
[Bg,WJ=l,sinceW,=(QnW,)Band[QnW,,B~]<QnB~=l. 
Let BQ = Ah, 12 E G. Then (V, Vh>/AAh N L,(q) by [l2, (2.411 since 
Cy(Bn) = A. LetL = WA”, Y = (X, Vh). ThenL Q Y, since [X, Ah] < W. 
Further, since O,(Y) < N(V), O,( Y/E) < Z(Y$). Hence (2.1) and (2.2) are 
satisfied for Y/L. But then by [1, lo], easily (Y!L)/Z(Y,‘L) 1! Sp(2m, q) or 
Urn(q). Since PL/L a C,( V)L/L the second case is impossible. In the first case, 
since /L j = q2*+l and I A / = q, it follows that 2m < 2tr f 1. But then 
m = n and Y = XL, impossible since W is not normal in Y by [A, Vh] = -4”. 
This proves (6). 
xow, if q = 2, then either Q is extraspecial contradicting [6] or Q = P is a 
direct product of an extraspecial with an elementary Abelian group. But then, 
since V = Z(Q) is a TI-set and A = Q’ is not weakly closed in Q, the hypothesis 
of a recent theorem of Stroth [9] is satisfied. Hence, since i Z(Q); = 4 and 
I[Q/V, B]; > 2, we get M/Q N O-(6,2) and Q I = 210. But then by [16], 
G N M(22) and so V is not a TI-set. 
So q > 2. Let @ = M/Q, R = C,(V). Then as shown i? N Sp(2n - 2, q) 
and centralizes B. Sext we show: 
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By $3) and (6), :V&) = N,&Z) an d so the maximal coimage F of :Y&) 
normalizes W = [Q, BJB by (y). Hence F < A:(X) and so F < AVAv(.R). 
Let now E be the maximal coimage of Xv(R). Suppose there is an e E E such 
that Be < QB. Then [P, B]/d and [P, BB];3 are both irreducible F.$-modules. 
Hence eitter [P, B] = [P, Be] or [P, B] n [P, Be] = A. Iz the first case, b-: 
-he three-subgroup lemma, [B, Be] = 1. Hence considering L = WB~ ax--d 
y = c-y. p>,, where 9” = Be , one gets a contradiction as in (6). 
in the second case P = [P, B][P, BCj r. Hexe [P, Be] IV; W is an R inwrian: 
complement to VW/W in PW/ W, a contradiction since bp the structure 6 
Sp(2p?, aj it follows that PW/W is an indecomposab!e F,R-moduie. This proves 
the first part of (E). So CA&?) < N-‘(B). Let f E C$(R) such that t? E QB for ri 
coimage t of I. Then by (j3) and (y), t E X(W), xhence t E :Y(.X). Further: bp 
(1.5) =,x-e may assume that [X! t] < W, choosing the coimage apprcpriately. 
Thus [ST:, f] = 1 and so t2 = 1, since (t*> = al(W{t>) is normaliied b:- X. 
Hence V(t) is an indecomposable -Y-module and so by (1.5), [P, st] Q A for 
scme EL’ E W. But then mt E Q and so t E QB. 
This shows &(R) = BR, : K: odd. By (a) and (Bj, B is a T1-set in -V. 
whence BE is by (E) tightly embedded in ,v. Further, since B > 2,0(Z) = 1 
by (E). Thus R is a standard component of .%!. Hence the main theorem of [5] 
implies either R Q -i? or i? “L,(4) e Sp(2, 4) and (sv> 2r. Hj, the Hell- 
Janho grcup. (Since there exists by the structure of X an element /z acting 
regular+ on &+, the case i? E L?(4) and <Rg> II Xi, dces not occur.) If nom 
A?? <j Av then, by (E), B 4 -n contradicting Q = O,(M). If R ,z L,(4) tl:er_ 
X:; W e Sp(4, 4) and P/l’ = 28, 1 T’ = 16. But by [2. @.a)], the smallestr’, 
representation of HJ is of dimension 12. This Enal contradiction proves (3.41. 
Sow (2.3) and (3.1)-(3.4j contradict each other, thus ?rox-ing the main 
theorem. 
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